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1. Introduction 

1.1 As part of the agreed Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19, we have undertaken a review 
of EHDC Commercial Activities. 

1.2 The scope of this review was to provide reasonable assurance that an adequate and 
effective control framework for the administration of EH Commercial Services Ltd is 
in place, the Council's first wholly owned trading company.  The review looked at 
the financial and related operational systems being used by EH Commercial 
Services.  It has reviewed, where appropriate, financial returns made by the 
Company.   

1.3 EHCS is a small start-up company undergoing rapid growth.  Currently turning over 
under £0.5M per annum, directly employing 12 people.  The purpose of the 
Company is to help improve the environment, through the provision of ethical litter 
enforcement services.  The services are provided to EHDC and other Councils, 
funded through a proportion of the revenue from Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs), with 
any surplus being returned to the public purse. 

1.4 We are grateful to all staff involved for their assistance during the course of the 
audit. 

2. Objectives 

2.1  This review has sought to assess the effectiveness of controls in place focusing on 
those designed to mitigate risk in achieving the following key objectives: 
 

 appropriate accounting records have been properly kept throughout the 
financial year; 

 good value is obtained for expenditure incurred, payments are supported by 
invoices, payments are made promptly and VAT is appropriately accounted for; 

 accounting statements prepared during the year are prepared on the correct 
accounting basis (receipts and payments or income and expenditure), agreed to 
the cash book, supported by an adequate audit trail from underlying records and 
where appropriate debtors and creditors are properly recorded; 

 costs are kept within budgets which are set in advance, challenged and 
approved at an appropriate level and the actual levels of income and 
expenditure are monitored and reported against them on a regular basis; 

 expected income is fully received, based on correct prices, properly recorded 
and promptly banked; and VAT is appropriately accounted for; 

 recruitment and induction processes are adequate, employees are paid correctly 
and promptly, deductions are made and paid across to HMRC /Pensions provider 
on an accurate and timely basis; and 

 EH Commercial Services assets are recorded appropriately and are properly 
maintained. 
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3. Circulation List 

3.1 This document has been circulated to the following: 
 Gill Kneller – Chief Executive 
 Lydia Morrison - Chief Financial Officer and Director of Corporate Resources 
 Andrew Clarke – Deputy Section 151 Officer) 
 Chris Bradley - Head of Commercial Development 
 Natalie Meagher – Service Director for Operations and Neighbourhood 

 
 

  

 

The Southern Internal Audit Partnership conforms to the IIA’s professional 
standards and its work is performed in accordance with the International 
Professional Practices Framework (endorsed by the IIA). 
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4. Summary Findings 

 
 

Assurance Opinion 

 
Limited 

 

 

 
Significant weakness identified in the framework of 
internal control and / or compliance with the control 
framework which could place the achievement of system 
objectives at risk. 

 

Recommended Action(s) 

High 2 

Medium 11 

Low 2 

Total 15 
 

Key Observations 

 
Areas assessed to be working well/controls are effective 
 
 Accounting statements and other documents required by the Companies Act 

2006 have been approved and submitted in the correct format and on a timely 
basis by EH Commercial Services. 

 Appropriate accounting records are being held for all company transactions 
within Sage.  VAT relating to income and expenditure is being appropriately 
accounted for. 

 Budgets for EH Commercial Services are set in advance, in conjunction with an 
Annual Business Plan, and income and expenditure are monitored and 
reported on a regular basis throughout the year. 

 Individual Client contracts are monitored and assessed for on-going 
profitability, which has resulted in a revised approach being planned for future 
contract arrangements to reduce the risk of loss to the Company. 

 EH Commercial Services record all fixed assets and account for them 
appropriately.  

 EH Commercial Services have key organisational HR policies and procedures 
and provide these to new staff. 

 Adequate controls are in place for the accuracy of staff payments and 
deductions for direct employees of EH Commercial Services, and the 
submission of Income Tax, National Insurance and Pensions contributions to 
HMRC and NEST. 
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Areas where the framework of governance, risk management and control could 
be improved 

 The roles, responsibilities, operational procedures and scheme of delegation 
for EH Commercial Services have not been fully documented and there are 
potential internal control and business continuity risks due to the reliance 
upon a single officer. 

 Income and expenditure for EH Commercial Services is being processed 
through the EHDC financial systems, impacting the transparency of the 
Company operating as a separate business entity. 

 Payments are made by the Clients to EHDC and recharged by EH Commercial 
Services to ensure Teckal compliance, however further legal assurance should 
be obtained regarding this approach. 

 Assigned representatives are in place with each Client authority, participating 
in the litter enforcement scheme, with the exception of EHDC who do not 
currently have an appointed representative that is independent of the 
Company. 

 The monthly recharge / contribution paid by EH Commercial Service to EHDC 
for services provided is not sufficiently detailed to confirm the basis of the 
calculation.  This could impact on the currency of management information 
and ability to demonstrate compliance with State Aid rules. 

 Recruitment and induction related tasks and training are not consistently 
recorded, and training has excluded the provision of Health and Safety training 
for new employees.  

 Access to the SIDEM FPN system is not adequately restricted and reviewed on 
a regular basis.  

 EH Commercial Services do not hold copies of the renewal documents to 
confirm that current Employers Liability, Public Liability and Officers and 
Directors cover is in place. 
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5. Added Value 

5.1 One of the Core Principles that underpin the Professional Practice of Internal 
Auditing is to ‘promote organisational improvement’.  The Added Value section of 
the report provides insight; opportunities and collaborative learning (best practice) 
that the organisation may wish to consider moving forwards. We do not consider 
the issues raised in this section to adversely impact the control environment in the 
achievement of objectives reviewed. 
 

Added Value 

This audit was requested by management and has been completed at an early 
stage of the Company’s existence to identify any issues arising around the financial 
management arrangements of EH Commercial Services.  The results of this review 
can be used to inform the governance and financial arrangements for any future 
commercial ventures. 
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Observation – 1 – Teckal Company Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target Date 

 
The contracts to provide enforcement services to other Local 
Authorities are held between the Client Authority and EHDC, not 
directly with EH Commercial Services.  EH Commercial Services only 
have a contract with EHDC.  Documentary evidence has not been 
provided to confirm that the current arrangements are in line with 
legislative requirements for the Teckal exemption 
 
It is important that written legal assurance to confirm these 
arrangements is held by the company. 
 

There is a risk of legal 
challenge to the 
Teckal exemption  

Legal advice will be 
obtained and documented 
to confirm the current 
legislative requirements. 
The arrangements are that 
other local authorities 
delegate the relevant 
enforcement services to 
EHDC under a Section 101 
inter-agency agreement.  
EHDC contract EHCS to 
deliver those services 
using a Teckal exemption 
to public sector 
procurement regulations.  
As a wholly owned 
company of EHDC, limiting 
its work to the functions 
contracted to it by EHDC, 
means that EHCS meets 
the Teckal tests of 
ownership, control and 
function. 

High Chris Bradley Completed  
Legal advice 
received from 
Trowers & 
Hamlins 
confirms the 
model meets 
the legal 
requirements.  
The 
Monitoring 
Officer, Nick 
Leach can 
confirm this. 
 
 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management actions once fully implemented, should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 2 – Procurement Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target Date 

 
Goods and services are being procured for EH Commercial Services 
through the EHDC finance system and subsequently repaid to EHDC by 
EH Commercial Services. 
 
The accuracy and timeliness of the invoices being raised between EHDC 
and EH Commercial Services, to repay goods procured through EHDC, is 
dependent upon the Commercial Business Partner identifying all 
payments made by EHDC on behalf of EH Commercial Services and 
promptly raising invoices for the same amount. 
 
A review of several supplier invoices indicated that the payment from 
EH Commercial Services to EHDC can be up to 4 months after the 
raising of the initial supplier invoice.  A review of available 
documentation confirmed that the audit trail of documentation to 
support expenditure by EH Commercial Services is complicated when 
goods and services are initially purchased through EHDC and 
subsequently recharged to EH Commercial Services. 

EH Commercial 
Services not being 
perceived as a 
separate business 
entity and gaining an 
unfair advantage in 
terms of prices 
obtained and 
contractual 
obligations from 
suppliers. 
Recharges not being 
raised or delayed to 
the financial 
advantage of EH 
Commercial Services.  

As a wholly owned 
company of EHDC, why 
would EHCS not 
leveraging the buying 
power of its parent 
organisation to the 
deliver best value for 
money to the public 
purse? 
 
Delays in the 
implementation of the 
Capita finance/IT system, 
caused significant delays 
and risk to EHCS and 
other EHDC departments  
 
EHCS will review its 
suppliers and where 
appropriate seek direct 
relationships. 
 
EHCS will work with EHDC 
to clarify and improve the 
invoicing process. 

Low Tim Miller Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management action once implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 3 – Single Point of Failure Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
It has been acknowledged that the Commercial Business Partner is a 
potential 'single point of failure', responsible for all financial reporting 
and income collection arrangements.  There are a number of 
spreadsheets that can be referred to for some of the specific tasks 
carried out for these areas, but no formal procedure notes. 
 
A review of The Commercial Business Partner job description 
confirmed that it only contained generic duties relating to New 
Venture based projects, the specific roles and responsibilities 
performed by them for EC Commercial Services are not documented. 

Business Continuity 
risks in the absence of 
officers and their 
personal 
organisational 
knowledge leading to 
key roles and 
responsibilities not 
being undertaken. 

There is always a risk in a 
small organisation and this 
has been added to the risk 
register. 

Medium Chris Bradley Completed 

Appropriate passwords and 
notes held securely by 
Operations Manager 
 

Medium Tim Miller Completed 

Consider recruitment of 
Finance assistant when 
funds available expected 
financial year 20/21.  In 
mean time some residual 
risk has to be accepted. 
 

Medium Chris Bradley 31/03/20 

Identify agencies and costs 
for temporary Finance staff 
at short notice 
 

Medium Tim Miller Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management actions once fully implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 4 – Recharging of Costs Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
The calculation for the recharge between EHDC and EH Commercial 
Services is included within the EH Commercial Services Company Result 
spread sheet. 
 
However, a review of the recharge calculations on the 'State Aid Total' 
tab confirmed that they did not include specific details regarding the 
salary costs and on-costs for the Head of Commercial Development, 
Commercial Business Partner, Commercial Programme Manager and 
Commercial Manager (who were confirmed as being partly employed 
on EH Commercial Services duties). 
 
The review also confirmed that the recharge calculations did not 
specifically detail the EHDC support overhead costs incurred by EH 
Commercial Services (e.g. HR support, IT, accommodation (EH 
Commercial Services occupy offices at Penns Place and Havant Plaza)). 
 
It has also been confirmed with the Commercial Business Partner that 
the recharge amounts have varied based on the company’s cash flow 
and ability to pay. 
 

A lack of transparency 
regarding EH 
Commercial Services 
financial expenditure.  
Inability to 
demonstrate that 
State Aid is not being 
breached and that the 
Local Authority is 
charging commercial 
rates for all services, 
products or work that 
it provides to the 
Company. 

External specialist Legal 
advice has been received. 
While there is a sound 
argument that State Aid 
does not apply, the 
margins are thin.  Given 
‘benefits’ are well below 
the de-minims, EHCS will 
mitigate any risk to 
challenge by proceeding 
on the assumption that 
State Aid does apply. 
 
EHCS has been capturing 
‘benefits’ already but in 
the light of this decision 
the company will review 
its approach to capturing 
benefits.  This will include 
a review of the supply 
contract between EHDC 
and EHCS. 
 

Medium Tim Miller Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management actions, once fully implemented, should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 5 – Client checks of FPN listings Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
Each Client Authority has a representative who should be sent the 
monthly list of FPNs by EH Commercial Services, to review and approve 
the payment.  However, a review of the list of Contract Management 
contacts for all Client Authorities confirmed that there is no current 
contact listed for EHDC.  This role was previously held by Michelle 
Green, however she is also partly employed by EH Commercial Services.  
The responsibility is due to be passed to the EHDC Enforcement 
Manager however the arrangement is not yet formally in place. 
 
EHDC should have an appointed contact officer to review the monthly 
FPN list from EH Commercial Services.  This officer should be 
independent of EH Commercial Services. 
 

EHDC do not 
independently verify 
FPN listings resulting 
in potential errors in 
going undetected.   

EHDC have appointed Ryan 
Gulliver as the appointed 
contact officer 

Medium Chris Bradley Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management action has already been completed and should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 6 – Access to SIDEM Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
EH Commercial Services do not specifically review the user access rights 
on the SIDEM FPN system for each of the Client Authorities. 
 
A review of SIDEM user access rights for the HBC Client Officer for the 
EH Commercial Services contract confirmed that they also had access to 
FPNs issued for Chichester District Council.  It was also confirmed that 
two other HBC Client Officers had similar access.   
 
Following notification of this, EH Commercial Services arranged for the 
access to Chichester Council to be revoked for HBC officers and 
reviewed SIDEM access rights to each of the Client Authorities.   
 
Removal of SIDEM access for HBC Client Officers should be considered 
in the interest of data protection and clarity of roles between EHCS and 
Client Authorities. 
 

Breach of General 
Data Protection 
Regulations and 
potential fines 
through inappropriate 
access to Client 
Authority data. 

All clients will have access 
removed when we switch 
to the new servers in Feb 
19, subject to supplier 
delivering on time. 

Medium Michelle 
Green 

Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management action once implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 7 – Cancellations of FPN’s Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
There is no formal scheme of delegation for decision making and 
authorisation of cancellations, write offs and expenditure for EH 
Commercial Services. 
 
All officers with "Full" access to SIDEM have the ability to cancel FPNs.  
A review of system access rights confirmed that these officers included 
three EH Commercial Services officers and one EHDC officer.  There is 
guidance in place and cases are usually discussed with other EH 
Commercial Services officers in the office, however there is no formal 
cancellation process including an additional officer approval for the 
decision. 
 
 

Inappropriate 
cancellations / 
cancellations made in 
error.  A lack of clarity 
on levels of 
accountability for 
decision making. 

New scheme of delegation 
to be created 

Medium Chris Bradley Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management action once implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 8 – Recruitment, induction and training Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
There is a starter pack of key documents issued to all new employees.  
However, there is no recruitment checklist on the personnel file to 
ensure that all key documents are obtained or key checks have been 
carried out.  In one sample case tested, there is no evidence of 'right to 
work' checks being documented. 
 
Although there is an induction checklist, it is out of date.  A review of a 
sample personnel file confirmed that, although the officer had been 
employed for a month, none of the induction courses on the checklists 
had been completed.  Some items on the induction checklist are either 
not provided and/or are no longer relevant e.g. EHDC have previously 
provided Health and Safety & 'Conflict Resolution' training.  This 
training is no longer being provided by EHDC to EH Commercial Services 
and is currently unresolved.  According to the EH Commercial Services 
H&S Policy "Staff will be given a health and safety induction and 
provided with appropriate safety training"). 
 
The induction task / training checklists should be revised to ensure that 
they only contain key tasks and training and that these are completed 
on a timely basis by all new employees in line with company policies. 
 

Failure to ensure that 
‘right to work’ criteria 
are met, resulting in 
possible fines.  
Failure to meet Health 
and Safety 
requirements, 
resulting in employee 
injuries, financial loss 
and reputational 
damage. 

Health & Safety at Work 
policy has been reviewed 
 

High Chris Bradley Completed 

Full review and update of 
induction and training 
process including Health & 
Safety at Work and right to 
work. 

Medium Michelle 
Green (new 
Ops manager) 

Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management actions once fully implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 9 – Business Continuity Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
Only the Commercial Business Partner has access to the EH Commercial 
Services Sage system, which could create a business continuity issue.  In 
addition, another EH Commercial Services officer may have access to his 
user account and password, which creates an IT security issue. 
 
This limited access to the Sage system also impacts on the separation of 
duties and ability for management to monitor officer activities.  Chris 
Bradley is involved in countersigning claim forms and authorising 
payments on the RBS Bankline system, but does not have the ability to 
specifically review the details on the Sage system.  
 

Business Continuity 
issues relating to the 
ability to maintain 
and monitor financial 
activities, leading to 
out of date financial 
management 
information used to 
inform decisions. 
IT security breach. 
Increased risk of error 
or fraud being 
prevented or 
undetected. 
 

Review Business Continuity 
plans 
 

Medium Chris Bradley Completed 

Chris Bradley & Michelle 
Green have access to Sage 

Medium Chris Bradley Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management actions once fully implemented should mitigate future risk 
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Observation – 10 – Insurance Risk 
Management Recommendation 

Action Priority Responsible 
Officer 

Target 
Date 

 
Employers Liability, Public Liability and Directors Liability insurance 
cover have been obtained for EH Commercial Services.  However, it has 
been confirmed that EH Commercial Services do not hold copies of the 
renewal documents to confirm that current cover is in place 
(Employers Liability, Public Liability and Officers & Directors cover 
expired 31/03/18). 
 

Insurance policies are 
not renewed, 
exposing the 
company and its 
Directors to a 
financial impact from 
any claims arising. 

Acquire copies of 
Insurance documents from 
Capita 

Low Tim Miller Completed 

Auditors assessment of managements response 

Management action has already been completed and should mitigate future risk 
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Appendix 1 – Definitions of Assurance Levels and Management Recommendations 
 

We use the following levels of assurance and prioritisations in our audit reports: 
 

Assurance Opinion Framework of governance, risk management and management control 

Substantial  A sound framework of internal control is in place and is operating effectively. No risks to the achievement of 
system objectives have been identified. 

Adequate  Basically a sound framework of internal control with opportunities to improve controls and / or compliance with 
the control framework. No significant risks to the achievement of system objectives have been identified. 

Limited  Significant weakness identified in the framework of internal control and / or compliance with the control 
framework which could place the achievement of system objectives at risk. 

No Fundamental weakness identified in the framework of internal control or the framework is ineffective or absent 
with significant risks to the achievement of system objectives. 

 

Management 
Recommendation Current risk 

High Priority 
A significant risk of; failure to achieve objectives; fraud or impropriety; system breakdown; loss; or qualification 
of the accounts by the organisation’s external auditors.  Such risk could lead to adverse impact on the 
organisation or expose the organisation to criticism. 

Medium Priority A serious, but not immediate risk of: failure to achieve objectives; system breakdown; or loss. 

Low Priority Areas that individually have no major impact, but where management would benefit from improved risk 
management and / or have the opportunity to achieve greater efficiency and / or effectiveness. 
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Assignment – Progress Control Sheet 

 Assignment stage Assignment Progress Comments 

 Audit Outline Issued 15/05/2018 Agreed 25/05/2018  

 Fieldwork commenced Target 21/05/2018 Actual 31/05/2018  

 Fieldwork completed Target 18/06/2018 Actual 20/06/2018  

 Close of audit meeting Target 02/07/2018 Actual 16/07/2018  

 Draft Report Issued Target1 16/07/2018 Actual 27/09/2018 & 
23/10/2018 

Additional information / testing 
requested at close of audit meeting.   

 Factual accuracy agreed and 
management response provided 

Requested2 11/10/2018 Provided 07/12/2018 & 
04/02/2019 

 

 Draft final report issued Target3 11/02/2019 Actual 06/02/2019 & 
08/07/2019 

Resolving queries following receipt of 
initial responses 

 Senior management sign-off Requested4 15/07/2019 Provided 24/07/2019  

 Final report issued Target5 26/07/2019 Actual 24/07/2019  

 

1 Within 10 working days of close of audit meeting 
2 Within 10 working days of draft report issued 
3 Within 5 working days of receipt of management response 
4 Within 5 working days of draft final report issued 
5 Within 2 working days of senior management sign-off 
 


